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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we solve the H” mixed-sensitivity minimization problem for a class 
of unstable distributed systems. The solution is based on an extension of the skew 
Toephtz methodology. The key mathematical fact used is that the skew Toeplitz 
operators arising in the unstable case are finite-rank perturbations of the classical skew 
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Toeplitz operators obtained from compressions of rational functions. A system of 
linear equations (the singular system) is derived for this class of operators, from which 
one can compute the associated singular values and vectors. An example is included to 
illustrate the results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to solve the mixed-sensitivity (two-block) 
H”-optimal control problems for a class of distributed-parameter plants with 
a finite number of unstable poles. The previous theory developed in [l, 7, 8, 
11, 26, 311 was valid for stable distributed (or arbitrary lumped) plants. The 
approach involved computing the singular values and vectors of various 
classes of skew Toeplitz operators. The methods given in the above papers 
require that the corresponding skew Toeplitz operators take a special form 
which is not satisfied in the unstable distributed-parameter case. This paper 
develops a technique which is valid for this more general class of skew 
Toeplitz operators. 
As in the previous work, the computation of the optimal performance and 
corresponding optimal controller will be reduced to a finite-dimensional 
matrix problem. In the stable case the size of the matrix only depends on the 
McMillan degree of the weighting filters. In the case of unstable plants, the 
size of the corresponding matrix will be seen to depend also on the number 
of right-half-plane poles of the plant. The dimension of this matrix can be 
computed a priori. The key mathematical fact that we use is that the skew 
Toeplitz operators which we obtain in the unstable case are finite-rank 
perturbations of the classical skew Toeplitz operators obtained from 
compressions of rational functions. 
This paper represents a frequency-domain approach to distributed H” 
control. In contrast, much of the earliest work in this subject was performed 
in the time domain for delay systems (see [4, 9, 131). The techniques involved 
reducing the computations to a two-point boundary-value problem. More- 
over, because of the influence of the Glover-Doyle formulae in finite-dimen- 
sional H" control, elegant time-domain approaches via state-space models 
have recently been exploited in the distributed setting as well. We refer the 
reader to the survey paper of Curtain [2] for a comprehensive list of 
references on this approach to distributed H" control. The state-space 
method is discussed again, and compared with our method in the concluding 
remarks (Section 6). 
We now briefly summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we will 
reduce two types of two-block H”-minimization problems for unstable plants 
to a standard form involving a skew Toeplitz operator. In Section 3 we will 
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obtain a linear system of equations (the singular system) from which one can 
compute the singular values and vectors of this class of operators. In Section 
4, we express this system in matrix form, and in Section 5 we work out an 
illustrative example. We present some concluding remarks in Section 6. 
Preliminary versions of this work appear in [22-241. We would like to 
mention that, after the present paper was first submitted and its first 
preliminary version [23] had appeared, Flamm and Yang also presented a 
paper [6] solving a similar problem using techniques based on [31]. 
2. MIXED-SENSITIVITY PROBLEMS WITH UNSTABLE PLANT 
In this section we will reduce several two-block H”-minimization prob- 
lems to the computation of the norm of a certain skew Toeplitz operator. We 
should note that in the finite-dimensional case and the stable distributed case 
this type of reduction is rather standard. However, in the framework of 
unstable plants given below, there are a few technical difficulties which must 
be overcome. In fact, we will see that for the classical mixed sensitivity 
problem, we can handle plants with very general outer parts, while in the 
very important controller weighting problem, one must restrict the outer 
parts to be rational. 
We begin with some notation. The Hardy spaces Hz and H” are defined 
on the unit disc in the standard way. We denote 
I?:= (fe H" : f( Z ) =f( z)], 
R l?:= {rational functions in gm} . 
We consider the feedback configuration of Figure 1 with 
and G,, E I?, Cd E Rl?“. We assume that (i) G, = mnGno, where m, E l? 
is inner (arbitrary) and G,,, E SW is outer, and (ii) G, is analytic and nonzero 
at the zeros of Gd in the closed unit disc. We also write Gd = mdG&,. where 
md E RI? is inner and GdO E Ri? is outer. Under these assumptions 
there exist X E RI?“ and Y E firn such that the Bezout equation holds: 
XC,, + YG, = 1. (1) 
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[To construct solutions of (11, X must be chosen to satisfy a set of interpola- 
tion constraints at the zeros of Gd in the closed unit disc so that Y = (1 - 
XG,)/G, belongs to I?. Since the constraints are finite in number, X can 
always be chosen to be rational.] The set of all controllers which stabilize the 
plant can now be written from the Youla parametrization [SO, 281 
C= 
X+QGd 
Y - QG 
for some Q E I?. Let S:= (I,+ PC)-r be the sensitivity function, and note 
that 
s = 1 - XG,, - QG,G,. (2) 
This form of the sensitivity function will be exploited below. 
2.1. The S-and-T Mixed-Sensitivity Problem 
There are several mixed-sensitivity minimization problems which can be 
reduced to the “standard’ two-block H” problem. For example, consider the 
feedback configuration of Figure 1, and let x1 = 0. Then in the mixed- 
sensitivity minimization problem for S and T = 1 - S we want to minimize 
the effect of the worst x2 on the “weighted signals of interest,” Wre, and 
W, Pe,, in the energy-amplification sense, i.e., we want to find 
Wl% 
inf ll[ Ill w2 4 2 p= sup 
stabilizing C x2 + 0 llX~ll2 ’ 
el 
. P 
- 
FIG. 1. Standard feedback configuration. 
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where II * ((2 denotes the energy (Z-norm). This problem is equivalent (see e.g. 
[12]) to finding 
where W,, W, E R I? are given weighting functions with WC ‘, Wg ’ E Ri?. 
From (2) we can write 
p= inf 
gE+ lJ[ “i$Z?] - [ CjQG~G~l~.~ 
Let W:W, + W,*W, = G”G where G, G-’ E Rl?. Then 
is an inner-outer factorization. Moreover 
W;G*-’ 
WIG-l 
I 
is square and unitary. Hence 
= inf 
G*-lW;W1 - XGG, - QGG,G, 
QEH= - W,W,G-’ 
II! . cc 
Since G*-‘W;“W, E R L”, there exists a finite Blaschke product b, E RI? 
such that W,,:= b,G*+’ W;“W, belongs to Rl?. Thus 
p = id 
W, - GXb,G,, - Qb,GG,G, 
QEH” - W,W,G-’ Ill co 
(3) 
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We now write 
Ql:= GG,,,Q, 
GZ:= -W,W,G-? (4) 
Then under certain mild conditions on the plant and the weights, (3) reduces 
to 
j_6 = inf 
Wo - hmn(GGoX + QPn) 
Q,‘=H” G, Ill 
(5) 
m 
(see Remark 1 in Section 2.2). Now since G, is rational, we can find a 
rational R, E H” such that 
GG,,,X - R, 
E 
Gfj 
Note that R, has to satisfy only finitely 
Defining 
-cc 
H . 
many interpolation conditions. 
Qz = Ql + 
GG”,X - R, 
(7, T 
we have (under certain mild conditions; see Remark 1 in Section 2.2) 
j-6 = inf 
Wo - hm,(R, + G,Q,) 
Qn~n” G, Ill m 
zzz inf 
W, + I&m - m,,Q3 
Q~EH” G, 
(6) 
where Qs = GdOQz, W,, = -R,, ,mv = blm,md, and m = blm,. This is a 
two-block problem where W,, W,,, G, are rational in l?‘, md is inner 
rational, and m is arbitrary inner, since m, is arbitrary inner. Further, in this 
case the outer part of the plant is arbitrary. 
2.2. The S-and-CS Mixed-Sensitivity Problem 
We can do a similar type of reduction for the so-called S-and-CS 
mixed-sensitivity minimization problem, where again we want to minimize 
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the effect of worst x2, but this time the signals of interest are Wie, and 
Wae,. See Figure 1. This leads to the problem of finding 
I-L= inf 
stabilizing C 
(7) 
where W,, W, E R l? are given weighting functions with WC i, Wi ’ E R Wm. 
It is interesting to remark that the problem of robustness optimization in the 
gap metric [14] and its weighted version [16] can be written in the form (71, 
for certain choices of the weighting functions W,, W, E RI-i”, provided that 
G,, is invertible [18]. 
For the reduction of (7) to two-block form we will make the additional 
assumption that G,, is rational. Since CS = XG, + QGj, we can write 
Since G,, is rational, we have that G,*G,, is rational and we can write 
W;“G,*G,,W, + W,XG,*G,W, = G*G, where G, G-’ E Rfim. Hence, 
is an inner-outer factorization. Next note that the matrix 
W;G,*G*-’ -W;G,*G*-’ 
W,G,G-l W,G,,G-’ 1 
is square and unitary. Consequently, 
= inf 
W;W,G,*G*P’ - XC - QGGd 
QEH” W,W,G,G-’ Ill m 
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Again there exists a finite Blaschke product b, E RF? such that W,,:= 
b,m,W~*W,G,*,G” -’ belongs to RI?. Define 
Then (9) reduces to 
@a:= GX, 
m:= b,m nr 
m,:= blmnmd T 
G,:= W,W,G,G-‘. 
p = inf 
W,, - Gorn - Qm,GG,, 
QEti” G, Ill ’ cc 
Now let 
Qr:= QGGdo. 
As before, under mild conditions on the plant and the weighting functions, it 
can be shown that 
p = inf II[ W,, - lJ?‘,,m - Qlmu e16ti- GO Ill .co (10) 
In the stable-plant case go = 0 and md = 1, i.e., m, = m. 
REMARK 1. In (lo), (51, and (6) we have absorbed the outer parts GG~, 
[in (IO)], GG,,, [in (5>], and G,, [in (611 into the free parameter. This can be 
done under certain mild conditions. In simple terms these conditions can be 
stated as follows: Let 
ul:= max 
W,( Zi) + +o(+w 
G,( zi) Ill 
: 
zi is a zero of GdO on the unit circle 
az:= max (I][ %{,$]]I, ll[ w”(zi) ~~~~i)m(Z’)]]]: 
.zj ( zi) is a zero of G,,, ( Gdo) on 
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Then in (10) we need (+i < /.L, and in (5) and (6) we need a, < /.L. A more 
detailed treatment of this point is given in [5]. 
REMARK 2. In the S-and-CS problem, we need to find the inner-outer 
factorization for 
WlG” 
[ 1 - W2Gd 
with outer part G. This is the main difference with the S-and-T problem, 
where we want to find the inner-outer factorization of 
$th outer part G. We want G to be rational (in both cases) in order for W,, 
W,, G, to be rational. This is automatically satisfied in the S-and-T problem, 
since the weights are rational. However, G is rational in the S-and-CS 
problem if and only if G,, is rational (because the weights and G, are 
rational). Hence we have to make this restrictive assumption in the S-and-CS 
problem. Note that in the S-and-T problem the numerator outer part can be 
arbitrary infinite-dimensional. In both problems, though, the numerator inner 
part is allowed to be infinite-dimensional, e.g. delay factors and/or infinite 
Blaschke products. 
REMARK 3. It is also interesting to note that if Gd is outer (i.e., the 
transfer function P has no poles in the open unit disc), (3) reduces to 
where 
@:= G( X + QG,)G,,, 
m:= m,bl. 
This is the standard form of a two-block probkm, to which the previous skew 
Toeplitz theory applies immediately (i.e., W, = 0 and md = 1). A similar 
remark applies to the two-block problem (7) considered above. 
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2.3. The Two-Block Operator 
Consider the standard form (10). Let S : H 2 --, Hz denote the unilateral 
shift, H(m,):= Hz 8 m, H 2, and let Pwc,,, be the orthogonal projection 
onto H(m,). Then it follows from the cornmutant lifting theorem that 
/.L = Ik411, where A : H 2 --, H(m,) @ H 2 is defined by 
A:= 
PW,,“,[K(S) - %(W@)] 
G,(S) 1, (11) 
Note that k2 is the largest element of o(A*A), the spectrum of A*A, 
which consists of the discrete spectrum a,(A*A) (i.e. singular values of A 
with finite multiplicity) and its complement a,(A*A), the essential spectrum. 
The essential spectrum of A*A consists of those A E C for which there exists 
x, E Hz, with IIxJ2 = 1 f or all n > 1 and r, + 0 weakly as n * 00, such 
that 
(AI - A*A)x, + 0 strongly as n -+ 00. 
The essential norm of A, denoted by [!A\!,, is defined by 
IhllE = max{h: A E q(A*A)}. 
In the next section we will develop an approach to computing the singular 
values and vectors of operators of the form (11). To conclude this section we 
will now compute I!All,. 
PROPOSITION 1. For an operator A defined us in (111, 
where 
W,(5) 
a:= max Gd C> ill II : 6 is an essential singularity of 
P:= lIG,llm. 
Proof. First define 
% := %(m”)sI H(m,) 
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Since W(T,,)P,(,,, ” ) = PH(,,,,jW(S) for any W E H”, we have 
* = (wo - vii,m)(T,Ptfcr?,,, 
[ Go(S) I. 
Using the isomorphism 
H2 8 m,H2 = (H2 8 mH2) @ (H" 0 mdH2), 
we can write [lo] 
T, = 
T 0 
[ 1 X Ti ’ 
where T:= PHcmjSI~(m)r Td:= PH~m,,~SI~~m,,~, and X is a finite-rank operator. 
Thus we obtain 
(“‘m)(Tu) = [: ($o&.)]’ 
where Y is a finite-rank operator, since by definition of T we have (Worn)(T) 
= 0. Hence A is a finite-rank perturbation of the operator 
The required result now follows from [8, 26, 311. n 
It is apparent from the above proof that operators A of the form (11) are 
finite-rank perturbations of the type of operator studied in [7, 8, 19, 26, 311, 
derived from the compression of a rational function. This fact is the key 
observation in our solution of the mixed-sensitivity problem for unstable 
distributed plants. 
3. SINGULAR VALUES AND VECTORS OF TWO-BLOCK OPERA - 
TORS 
In this section we derive a finite-rank-type formula for the singular values 
of the operator A under the assumption that I!All > ]!A]l,, i.e., the norm is 
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attained at a singular value. This assumption is satisfied in a wide variety of 
cases of interest in control theory. In this case, computation of k reduces to 
finding the largest singular value of A. From this point of view, the formula 
given in Theorem 1 below can be used to compute the two-block H" optimal 
performance p. Moreover, from the commutant lifting theorem the corre- 
sponding optimal controller can be obtained using a maximal singular vector. 
An example is given in Section 5 to illustrate this point. 
We now begin the computation of the singula; vectors and values. Let the 
operator A be defined as in (ll), where W,, W,, G, E R l?, m E l? is 
inner (arbitrary), m, = mdm, and md E I?’ is a finite Blaschke product. We 
wishtofindp~OandO#yEH2suchthat 
(A*A - ~~1)~ = 0. (12) 
From (ll), this is equivalent to 
([W,(S)* - ~~(S)*m(S)*]P,,,“,[W~(S) - ~dS)m(s)] 
+G,(S)*G,(S) - p”I} y = 0. (13) 
Now write 
where B, C, D, and K are real polynomials. Then (13) holds for some 
O#y~H~ifandonlyif 
Rx:= {[B(S)* - C(S)*m(S)*]P,(,Uj[ B(S) - C(S)m(S)] 
+D(s)*D(s) - p2K(S)*K(S)]x = 0 (14) 
holds for some 0 # x E H 2. 
In order to solve (14) for p and X, we will need to expand the operator R. 
First note that 
PH(m,j[B(S) -C(S)m(S)]x= (B-Cm)x-~,P,EZ,(B-Cm)x 
= (B-Cm)x +mmdPH2mdC~-muPHnm,Bx 
= Rx - rnPHcmdj CX -mm,PH2EjivBx. (15) 
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4VP”(,“j( B(S) - C(S)4W 
= P,2E( Bx - mPH(,dp - ?n”PH2EiVBX) 
= P,~iixBx - PHcmdjCx - mdPH2EiUBx. (16) 
From (15) and (16) we obtain 
Rx = (D(S)*D(S) - p%(S)%(S) + B(S)*B(S)}x 
+ [C(S)* - B(S)*m(S)](PH(,d,Cx + mdPH2ZVBx) 
- C(S)*PHzEBx. 
We next decompose x as 
x = u + mVv, 
where u E H(m,) and v E H ‘. Observing that 
H(m,) = (H2 8 mH2) @ (mH2 8 m,H2) 
= (H2 8 mH2) @ m(H2 8 m,H”) 
= H(m) @ mH(md), 
we can also write 
u=p+mq, 
where p E H(m) and q E H(m,). Using (18) and (19), we obtain 
P H&p = PH&p~ 
PHx BE,x = PHz B&u + Bv 
= PHz B&p + PHz BE&q + Bv, 
P,pBEix = P,2B%iu + Bmdv 
= PH2Bjfip + Bq + Bm,v. 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
C-22) 
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Substituting (201, (21), and (22) into (17) gives 
Rx = (D(S)*D(S) -p%(S)*K(S) + B(S)*B(S)}u 
+{D(s)*D(s) -p2K(S)*K(S)}m,u 
+[C(S)*-B(S)*m(S)](PH(,,,,Cu+mdPHzBm”p +?rzdPH2Bmdq) 
- C(s)*(P,J%p + Bq). (23) 
To understand the right-hand side of (23) we will need some further 
notation. Since S*S = I and all polynomials have real coefficients, we can 
write 
{D(s)*D(s) - p%(S)*K(S) + B(S)*B(S)} =:P(S, s*) 
=:p_,s*n + 0.. +P, + *** +P,s”, 
where in fact Pi = P_i. Similarly we can write 
{D(s)*D(s) - p2K(S)*K(S)) =:Q(S, s*) 
=:Q_nS*" + --a +Q,, + .-a +QnS”, 
where Qi = Q_i. We thus obtain 
P(S, s*)u = P( z, 2. -lju - 5 p-i ‘gz-i+jr, (24) 
i=l j=O 
and 
Q(S, S*)m,u = Q( z, Z-+rz,u - 2 Q_i ‘2 Ci+j il (%)j-kSk (25) 
i=l j=O k=O 
where 
u =:yo + zy, + z2y2 + *--, 
v =:a0 + zs, + z2a2 + -** . 
(26) 
(27) 
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This deals with the first two terms on the right-hand side of (23). We now 
proceed to show that the remaining two terms can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the lyi’s, ai’s, and certain other coefficients which will be 
introduced below. 
Since p E H(m), it follows that Ep E H 2 ’ Hence we can write 
Eip = y_# + y_22-2 + ... . (28) 
Straightforward calculation then shows that 
(29) 
(30) 
We can then obtain expressions involving the Y-~‘S for 
C(S)*P,2 BfEp 
and 
[C(S)* - B(S)*m(S)]mdP,ZdBiZp 
These expressions will be written out explicitly in Section 4. 
Now let 
where we assume the ai’s are distinct and nonzero. Then 
i=l , ,I, is a basis for H(m,). We can therefore write 
(31) 
(32) 
4 = c 4(~) 
i=l 
(33) 
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for some q, which leads to an expression involving the a,‘s for 
C(S)“B(S>9 (34) 
(see Section 4). A routine calculation shows that 
P,zBZ,q = - i q 2 cij 
i=l j=l 
(35) 
where 
j-l 
cij:= c (rn,),( q-j, 
s=o 
from which we can obtain an expression (see Section 4) involving the q’s for 
[C(S)* - B(S)*m(S)]m,P,d@,q. (36) 
To evaluate the one remaining term in (23) we observe that, for any 
g E H2, 
Pff(77t,,jg = i g(ai)(h-‘)ijfj(z)~ 
i,j=l 
where 
A:= (37) 
Thus 
P zf(m,,jCU = i Pic(ai)(R-')ijJ;.(z)~ (38) 
i,j=l 
where 
pi:= u(q) (39) 
for i = 1,. , 1. Substituting (241, (25>, (311, (321, (341, (361, and (38) into 
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(23) gives an expression of the form 
Rx = P( z, Z-‘)u + Q( z, z+)m,,u + T(z)@, (40) 
where T(z) is a known vector of length 3n + 21 with entries in z-“Hz [see 
next section for explicit computation of T(z)] and 
@T:=[y_n )..., y”_l,& ,..., s,-,,a,,...,al,pl,...,P1]. 
To find the singular values and vectors of A we need to find p > 0 and 
u E H(m,,) and u E Hz (not both zero) such that R x = 0. Our approach will 
be to use (40) to find an appropriate nonzero @ and then to solve for the 
corresponding u and v. Assuming p is a singular value of A, we have 
0 = P( z, z-‘)u + Q( z, ~-~)rn”u + T(z)@’ (41) 
for some u E H(m,) and u E H 2 (not both zero>. This is equivalent to the 
projections of (41) onto H(m,) and m, Hz both being zero. Taking first the 
projection onto m, H 2, we obtain 
O=P,zm,P(z,z-‘)u+Q(z,z-‘)u- AQUA-“~z’s,+P,.Tii,T(z)~ 
i=l j=O 
(42) 
=:Q( z, z-l )v + T_(z)@. (43) 
We observe from Proposition 1 that, for p > l!Aj],, Q(z, 2-l) has no roots on 
the unit circle. For simplicity we make the following assumption, which can 
in fact be removed as in [ 111. 
ASSUMPTION 1. The choice of p is such that the n roots zl,. . . , z, of 
Qk z -‘> inside the unit disc are distinct. 
Since u is analytic inside the disc, it follows that, for p a singular value of 
A. 
T,( Zi)@ = 0 (44) 
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for i = l,..., 12. Next, taking the projection of (41) onto H(m,), we get 
=P(z,z -‘)u - ? Pi,-’ ‘cdyi - mv~H2~v~( Z, 2-lju 
i=l j=o 
=:P( 2, z-‘)u + Tu( zp. (46) 
We observe from Proposition 1 that for p > lbll,, none of the roots of 
P(z, z-l> coincide with essential singularities of m. Again, for simplicity we 
make the following genericity assumption. Let z,, r, . . , zg,, be the roots of 
P(z, z-l) where the first r roots are those lying in the closed unit disc. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The choice of p is such that z,+ r, . . . , z3,, are distinct 
and nonzero. 
Since u is analytic inside the disc, it follows that, for p a singular value of 
A, 
Tu( Zi)@ = 0 (47) 
for i = n + l,..., n + r. Now note that Ei,u E Hz’ and so is analytic 
outside the unit disc. It follows that, for p a singular value of A, 
m,( z[‘)T,( Zi)@ = 0 (48) 
for i = n + r + 1,. . . ,3n. 
Notice that, if we are given a Cp z 0 satisfying (44), (47), and (48) (which 
amounts to 3n equations in 3n + 21 we can v Hz 
and u E H(q) such that (43) and (46) are satisfied. We need to derive 
additional equations so that u and v satisfy (33) and (39). Taking the 
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projection of (46) onto mH2, we obtain 
0 = P,*rnP( 2, z-‘)( p + mq) + P"2Tiq"( z)@ 
= P,srnP( 2, z-l)p + P( z, z-l)q 
- 2 pi,-’ ‘2 dqj + PH2mTu( z>@ 
i=l j=o 
=:P( z,.cl )4 + q(4@. 
(49) 
(50) 
Then, if p is a singular value of A, 
0 = P(Ui, Utr’) C ajfi(Ui) + Tq(ai)@ (51) 
i=l 
for i = l,... , 1. To complete our set of conditions on Q we obtain from (46) 
that 
0 = P(Uj, u,‘)p, + TU(Ui)@ (52) 
for i = l,... , 1. Finally we need one more assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 3. The roots z,+r, . , z”+~ of P(z, z-r) inside the unit 
disc are disjoint from a,, . . . , al. 
THEOREM 1. Let Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold. Then p > lhll, is a 
singular value of A if and only if some 0 z Q satisfies the system of 3n + 21 
equations (44), (47), (48), (511, and (52). Moreover, the corresponding 
singular vector y E Hz is given by K(z)& + m,u), where u and v are 
determined from (46) and (43). 
Proof. The necessity part is immediate from the above derivation. Note 
that if 0 # x, then either 0 # u or 0 # u. Thus from (46) or (43) it follows 
that 0 # @. To show sufficiency let us assume that we have found some 
vector 0 # a’ satisfying the 3n + 21 equations. Then we can compute a 
u E H(m,) and a u E Hz from (46) and (43) which are candidates to make 
up a singular vector. From this u and u we can compute the coefficients oi, 
fi,, ‘yi, and Si and form a vector @. To complete the proof we need to show 
that @ = Cp’. This will establish, using (40), that Rx = 0. This will also prove 
that 0 # @ implies that 0 # x. The details of this derivation are given in the 
Appendix. n 
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The above theorem gives us a way of finding the singular values and 
vectors of the operator A. The system of 3n + 21 equations (44), (471, (48), 
(51), and (52) constitutes the so called singular system [8]. The computation 
of the maximal singular value and the associated singular vectors of A then 
allows us to find the optimal performance I_L of our original control problem 
and the corresponding optimal compensator. 
4. MATRICIAL FORMULAE 
In this section we will give a matricial formulation to the system of 
equations (44), (47), (48), (511, and (52) required in Theorem 1 for the 
computation of the singular values and vectors of the operator A. This will 
allow us to exolicitlv solve the mixed-sensitivitv optimization problem for , , 
unstable distributed plants in a form which can be 
computer. 
We begin introducing some additional notation. 
easily implemented on a 
Set 
y-:= [Y_, >...> Y-J> 
y+ := [YO?. . .) Y”d> 
is:= [6,,...,6”_$“, 
a!:= [al,...,a~]T, 
P:= [P,,...>PJT, 
and note that @ = [YT, r+‘, aT, aT, pTIT. We also define the following 
matrices: 
q . . . B,*] 
B, 0 0 
0 
B”‘_, s.0. B, 
B,* 0 
. . 
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and similarly 
Also, recall from (37) that 
For the polynomials 
B(z) = B, + B,z + ‘*a +B,z”, 
C(z) = co + c,z + **. fC,z” 
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we define 
K,*,(z):= (C,*B, + *** +c,*qJ 
+(C;B, + .-* +c;_,B”)z 
-t(C,*B,_, + Cp,)z”-’ 
+(C,*B,)z” 
and 
&*I?(4 0 0 
DC*B:= 0 . . 0 I . 
0 0 Kc*,(%) 
The polynomial K,., (z) and the matrix DBec are defined similarly. We also 
write 
V_(z):= [z-n,...,z-11, 
V+(z):= [l,...,z"-11, 
F(z):= [.fi(+?fi(q]. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
where 
yr,+( z):= -V_( zp, 
qa(z):= -V_(z)@,, 
q&):= (F(z)D; - m(z)F(z)D; - m(z)V_(z)tiA: 
+V_( z)Ml?A;)A-ID,, 
WY_(z):= (v+(z)[c*(z-‘)m,(s) - B*w')m"wl 
-V_(Z)(&, - zhf,)) i*iq - v+(@*, 
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and 
1vJz):= (-v+(z)[c*(z-l)m,,(r) + B*(z-‘)m,(z)] 
+ V_ ( z) (&& - &M, )> k?*M$AT 
- F(z)[ &+B(z)Ll - G*C(O)LI + %Cl~ 
Proof. Recall from (40) and (23) that 
T(z)@ = [c(S)*-B(S)*m(S)](P,(,d,c~+nL,P,IBSii~~~+m,P,:Bm,q) 
- c(s)*(P,PBqIr +Bq) - PLzeH2Q( 2, z-r)m”u 
- PLGW2 P( z, z-‘)U. (53) 
Each of the terms on the right-hand side of (53) can be computed explicitly 
in terms of the matrices defined above. Specifically we obtain 
PL2eH4P(Z, z-‘)u = V_(z)Fy+, 
A 
PL%H *Q( 2, z-‘)m,v = V_( Z)QM”6, 
K(S)* - w)*w)lPrf(mdp 
= [F(z)D; - m(z)F(z)D,* - m(z)V_(z)I.?A: 
+V_(z)MI?A*+]KIDcP, 
[c(s)* - B(S)*m(S)]mdP,JIm,mp 
= (V+(z)[c*(z-+2,(z) - B*(z-‘)m,(z)] 
-v_ ( 2) (C%fd - B^M” )> B^*kqy_ ) 
[c(s)* - B(S)*m(S)]m,PH2B~d9 
= 
( 
-V+( z)[C”( z-l)md( z) + B*( z-+rL”( z)] 
+V_( z)(&fd - I&f)) B^*M,*A%, 
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C(S)*P&Ep = v+c%*y_, 
C(S)*Bg = F(z)@&,(z) - %AO))ZI~I + %h 
Combining the above terms, we obtain the desired result. l 
PROFJOSITION 3. 
where 
y_(z):= V+(z)(p^” - zs*)A4,*, 
y?+(z):= [L..,O]lX”, 
q;(z):= -V_( Z)(j, 
yh”( z):= V+( z)(&!* - P^*)M;A*_, 
q;(z):= [o,. ,o]lxp 
Proof. By taking the projection of (41) on m, H ’ we obtain 
T,(z)@ = _PLPBH zQ(z, z-')u+P,nP(z, z-‘)F+‘ip+P,d’(~, z-‘)&q 
+ PH4ixyT( zp. (54) 
Again each of the terms on the right-hand side of (54) can be computed 
explicitly as 
PLseHzQ( z, Z-‘)u = V_(z)@, 
PHPP(Z, Z-1)md7iip = V+(z)~*M~y_, 
P,,P(z, z-‘)G$q = -V+(z)i*M&4*_a, 
P,PE,T(z)@ = -V+(z)Ik?*M;r_+ V+(z)%*MJAta. 
Combining the above terms, we obtain the desired results. n 
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PROPOSITION 4. 
Tu( z)@ = T(z)@ - m,( z)T,( z)@. 
proof. Combining (41) and (431, we obtain 
P( z, 2-l )u - m,( Z)T”( z)(a + T(z)@ = 0. 
Substituting from (46) gives the result. 
PROPOSITION 5. 
where 
y-“-z> = V+(z) p^* - md(z)V+(z)i*M$ + m,(z)V+(z)BlT*M~ 
+[V_(z)hf, - V+(Z)rn,(Z)B”(Z_‘)]B*~~ 
- F(z) 02 D,*A-‘A+Li*, 
y?+(z) = [O>...&M> 
$y( 2) = [v_< z)m(j( z> - V_(Z>M,]Q, 
‘P’(z) = -V_(z)tA:+ md(z)V+( z)?*M,*A: - md( z)V+ (z) iB^*M,TAT 
+[v+(~)m~(z)B*(z-l) - V_(z)Ik,]ti*M$A 
- F(z)D;D;DB, 
and 
‘P/J(z) = -F(z)D,*h-‘DC + F(z)D;D:*A-‘Dc. 
Proof. Expanding (49) and using the definition for T,(z) in (451, we 
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obtain 
- mdPH2P( z, 2 -I)rn,,q - f7$,PH2?E”T( z)@. (55) 
As before, each of the terms on the right-hand side of (55) can be computed 
explicitly. We obtain the following: 
PL?eNzP( z, z-‘)9 = V_( +A+, 
P,2P( z, z -‘>mp = V+(x)&, 
PH2mdPLseHZQ( z, .z-l )u= m,(z)V_(z)QS - V_(z)M,jQ6, 
+[(V+(z)md(z)B*(z-‘) - V_(~)h4~~)l?*M$] 
x(A”_a - y_) - F(z)D:,D;(A-‘A+&*y_+ I&a). 
The remaining terms can be obtained from the expressions given in the proof 
of Proposition 3. 8 
We now wish to assemble the matrix corresponding to the equations (44, 
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(471, (48), (511, and (52). Define 
T,( =,+r) 
a,:= _ 
m,(z R:r+$‘u(~,+.+.d ’ 
%( G”l)Tu( %J 
and let 
Note that @Ii, (i = 1,2,3,4) and hence 0 depend on p; to emphasize this 
fact we use the notation O( p) for 0 defined above. Moreover, given p, we 
can explicitly compute O( p) from the above derivations. 
COROLLARY. Let Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold. Then p > IhI/, is a 
singular value of A if and only if det O(p) = 0 [i.e., Q,(@( p)) = 0, or 
O( p) is rank deficient at p]. Further, the corresponding singular vectors can 
be computed us stated in Theorem 1 from any 0 # @ which satisfies 
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O(p)@ = 0. 
Proof. From Theorem 1 and Propositions 2-5, 0 Z @ satisfies the 
singular system of 3n + 21 equations (441, (47), (481, (511, and (52) if and 
only if O( p)Ca = 0. a 
REMARK 1. The results we have obtained (Theorem 1, Propositions 2-5, 
and the Corollary) allow us to solve the weighted mixed-sensitivity minimiza- 
tion problems for unstable distributed plants which were described in Section 
2. Also, since weighted and unweighted robustness optimization in the gap 
metric problems can be cast into the mixed S-and-CS minimization problem 
[18, 161, our formula det O( p) = 0 or Q,,(@( p)> = 0 solves these problems 
as well. We should mention that the problem of gap optimization is solved in 
[15] for the same class of plants we consider here. The approach in [15] 
amounts to the explicit solution of the associated Nehari extension problem. 
For multivariable delay systems, an elegant state-space formula of determi- 
nantal type is obtained in [27] for the optimal robustness radius in the gap, by 
solving a two-point boundary-value problem in the time domain. 
REMARK 2. To compute the optimal performance p, we find the largest 
singular value of the corresponding operator A. This can be accomplished by 
plotting the minimal singular value of O( p), u,,~,(@( p)), as a function of p, 
starting from an upper bound and decreasing p to the essential norm; the 
zeros of this plot give the singular values, and the largest one give p. The 
optimal controller is then computed from the corresponding maximal vector 
in the standard way [ll, 8, 191. S ee the next section for an example. 
REMARK 3. The special structure present in the matrices defined at the 
beginning of this section suggest that our matricial formula may admit some 
simplification. Unfortunately, at the present time the authors have been 
unable to obtain such simplifications. We remark that in the much easier case 
where P is stable and (one-block) sensitivity is minimized, simplified formu- 
lae have been obtained in [20], to which the reader is also referred for 
computational aspects of the problem. 
REMARK 4. The genericity Assumptions 1 and 2 can be removed as in 
[ll], in which case O( p) takes on a certain degenerate form. The genericity 
Assumption 3 appears more difficult to remove. However, for almost a.h 
choices of the weights Assumption 3 is automatically satisfied. Furthermore, 
this assumption may be verified a priori. 
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5. EXAMPLE 
In this section we give a simple example to illustrate the theory described 
in the previous sections. We apply all the above computations to an 
unweighted mixed-sensitivity minimization problem. In order to elucidate our 
methods, we will explicitly work through the required computations step by 
step. 
Consider a plant P( z> = m(z>/m,( .z>, where m is arbitrary inner (possi- 
I 
bly infinite-dimensional) and rncI is a first-order Blaschke function: 
I 
k a 
mn(z) = ___ 1 - az 
with a E D real and m(a) real. The Bezout identity for this system is 
xrn + Ym, = 1, 
so we can choose X(Z) = l/m(a), 
the complementary sensitivity are 
constant. In this case the sensitivity and 
m(z) 
S(z) = l- - - 
m(a) +>mdwQw~ 
42) 
T= 1- S(z) = - m(a) + mWm&)Q(z), 
where Q is the free parameter coming from the Youla parametrization of all 
stabilizing controllers. In the unweighted mixed-sensitivity S-and-T 
minimization problem we want to find 
p = inf 
1 - 4 z>/m(a) 
QEH" m(z)/m(a) 
] - [ -;]-.(;,p~~ '
m 
where m,( z> = m(z)m,(z). By employing inner-outer factorizations for the 
constant matrix [l - l]r, the above can be reduced to 
1 - 2m( z)/m( a) - m,( z)Q 
1 III m 
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where 
l-Q = G*f;= l- /I 242) ___ -m,(z)Q E 4 a> 
So the problem is reduced to computing p1 and the corresponding optimal 
interpolant. A lower bound for /.~r can be computed by putting z = a in the 
above equation, and an upper bound can be computed by choosing, say, 
Q = 0, i.e., 
By the cornmutant lifting theorem we have that /..Q = 111 - 2m(T)/m(a>ll, 
with T = PH(m,jSI~(m,j. To compute the norm we form the singular- 
value-singular-vector equation 
[pz~- (I- 2;;z;‘*)(~-~)]u=o. (56) 
where p2 is a singular value with corresponding singular vector u E H(m,). 
Now we decompose u as u = p + wr,q, where p E H(m) and q E H(md). 
We know the action of m(T)* and m(T) on u: 
m(T)*u = q(z), mP)u = 4 4%(m‘p 
We can now write the equation (56) as follows. First note that H(md) is 
one-dimensional and has a basis f(z) = l/Cl - az), SO q(z) = LYE for 
some constant cr, and moreover 
P Hi = PC1 -a")_f(z)> 
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where p:= u(a) is a constant. We then have that (56) is equivalent to 
p2 
1 - a2 1 - cY2 
( - 1)u = 4p- ,(,),fO - 2P,n(a)“G)fG) - 2ff- mia)f( .z ‘) . 
(57) 
Note that in this case we have n = 0 and 1 = 1. Hence the number of 
linearly independent equations that we obtain is 3n + 21 = 2. Evaluating 
(57) at z = a, we obtain one of the equations as 
( P2 - 1)P = 4P-& - 
1 1 
2p-2cr-- 
m(a) 1-a” 
(58) 
The other equation is obtained by taking the orthogonal projection of (57) 
onto mH 2. After simplifications this can be found to be equivalent to 
1 - a2 
zp- = m(a> ( p2 + lb. (59) 
Then p1 is the largest value of p E [l, 111 - 2m(z)/m(a>llm] satisfying (58) 
and (59) for some nonzero constants cr and p. This can easily be computed 
from (58) and (591, and the final answer is 
1s example the optimal 
CJs~~~& can be computed as 
mixed sensitivity performance 
One can check the equations (58) and (59) from the singular system as 
well. For the case n = 0, I = 1 the singular system reads 
[% %*][;] = 0 
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and 
where the Oij’s can be computed from the matricial formula given in Section 
4. It is routine to verify that the singular system gives the same equations. 
The optimal controller can be found by computing a nonzero LY and P 
satisfying (58) and (59) and then constructing the singular vector u from 
these (Y and fi. The vector u then gives the optimal controller going back 
from the cornmutant lifting theorem and the Youla parametrization. More 
precisely, from the above we can compute that 
Then Q,, satisfying 
24 z> - - 4 z)md z)Q 
m(a) cc 
= l- /I 24 2) - - mw%(&,tw m(a) I/ cc 
is given by the formula 
I- 
242) 
l--- 
m(a) 
m(z)m,(&&) 
Using m(T)u = m(z)PH,,d,u = P(l - a’>f(z)m(z), we can solve for oapt: 
O&) = 
( p; - l)( pf + 1) - +Qm(a)’ + 2( P? + l)m(a)/m(a) 
md( 2>[2/m(a) - ( 4 + l>m(a)l ’ 
Employing the above formulae, it is then easy to compute that the 
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optimal sensitivity is 
1 - 4 444( P4/i4) 
sopt(z) = 1 - m( z)m(a)( p2/&) . 
Hence the optimal controller is given by 
C,,,(z) = $ - 1 ~ i i 
%(Z) 
opt 44 
= TdZ) 
44( CL2 - l)P2/P.:. 
1 - m( Z)?+)/.&~f . 
One can check that at z = a we have 
1 - m(n)2$ = 0, 
so that we do not have an unstable pole-zero cancellation in the controller- 
plant pair. 
An important particular case of the above example is a plant (in continu- 
ous time) with a delay and one unstable pole: 
us + 1 
P(s) = e-hsas_l. 
After transforming the data to the unit disc with the conformal map z = (s 
- l)/(s + l), we find that 
h(z+l)/(z-1) 
z-a 
m(z) =e q(z) = __ 
1 - a2 ’ 
with a = (1 - a)/(1 + a). Then m(a) = e-h/a and hence 
It is interesting to note that as h -+ 03 and/or u + 0, the best achievable 
performance increases exponentially, as expected. 
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REMARK. The problem considered in this example is not very interesting 
from the practical control point of view. But our purpose was just to illustrate 
and give insights into our theory and formulae. A more realistic example has 
been worked out in detail in [3], where the formulae of the present paper are 
used to obtain H”-optimal controllers for an unstable delay system. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have extended the skew Toeplitz theory developed in [l, 
7, 8, 10, 11, 26, 311 for stable distributed systems to infinite-dimensional 
plants which have finitely many unstable poles. 
We would like to emphasize once again that the singular system of 
3n + 21 equations (441, (471, (481, (511, (52) obtained in this paper for the 
computation of the optimal performance p and the corresponding optimal 
compensator is easily implementable on a computer. The optimal controller 
can be obtained in terms of F and a corresponding QOrt which satisfies 
@( /L>Qopt = 0. The details of this can be found in [25]. It should be 
remarked that the optimal controller is infinite-dimensional when the plant is 
infinite-dimensional and the weights are finite-dimensional. Therefore, for 
implementation purposes, it is important to investigate finite-dimensional 
controllers stabilizing the nominal plant P and achieving a performance 
arbitrarily close to EL. The results of the present paper are used in [21] to 
illustrate how one can obtain such finite-dimensional controllers. 
In Section 5 of this paper we have computed (by hand) the optimal 
performance and the controller for an unweighted mixed-sensitivity problem. 
These methods have been employed for the design of an optimal compen- 
sator in a flexible-beam problem [17] and in an unstable system with time 
delay [3]. Further applications of this approach to practical design examples 
are planned for the future. 
Finally, we would like to compare our method with the state-space 
approach. Under some technical conditions, the two-Riccati-equation 
approach (in state space), used for finite-dimensional systems, can be ex- 
tended to the infinite-dimensional case; see [2] for a survey on this subject. 
The results of this approach are expressed in terms of certain operator valued 
Riccati equations. At the moment it appears that computation is a rather 
difficult issue in this context, and there has been no significant progress on 
this subject so far. In contrast, our method avoids many of the complications 
of working with infinite-rank operators by exploiting the finite dimensionality 
of the weights and the denominator part of the plant. In the state-space 
approach all the data are put into a single “standard” form which combines 
the plant and the weighting functions in determining the state-space descrip- 
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tion. It seems unlikely that a finite-rank-type formula for the optimal perfor- 
mance could be obtained unless the states are partitioned and the special 
properties of the data are exploited. The structure of the particular H” 
problem being solved is also important in reducing the infinite-dimensional 
problem to a finite-rank problem. For example, in the S-and-T problem 
considered in this paper the plant can be arbitrary with finitely many unstable 
modes; but in the S-and-CS problem (and in the robustness optimization in 
the gap metric) we need finite dimensionality of the numerator outer part. 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we will make use of notation from Sections 3 and 4. 
Proof of Theorem 1. To complete the proof of the theorem we need to 
show that @ = @‘. Let the elements of Q>’ be denoted by yi’, Sj’, ai, and 
pi’. Then from (43) we have 
0 = Q( z, Z-‘)u + T,(z)@‘. (60) 
But the right-hand side of (43) is simply P,zET,R x, and so we have 
Q( 2, z-l )u + T,(z)@ E Hz. (61) 
Subtracting (61) from (60) gives 
T,(z)(@ - @‘) E Hz, 
which implies that 
P,,, T,( z)(@ - Q’) = 0. 
Writing this out explicitly, we get 
0 = V_(Z)&8 - S’), (62) 
which implies that aj = 4’ for j = 0, , n - 1. Similarly, from (46) we 
have 
0 = P( .z, 2-l )u + T,(z)@’ (63) 
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and 
P( z, z-l )u + T,,(z)@ E H(m,). 
Subtracting (64) from (63) gives 
(64) 
T,,(z)(@ - @‘I E H(%), 
which implies that 
&3(,,,“)JlM(~ - @‘I = 0, (65) 
where the orthogonal complement is taken in L2. Equation (65) is equivalent 
to 
0 = C”H2 T,,( z>( Q, - @‘>> (66) 
0 = PHZIq(z)(@ - a’). (67) 
From (67) we can see, using (451, that 
0 = V_(z)p^(y+- y:), (6f9 
which implies that yj = 7,’ for j = 0, . . . , n - 1. We will make use of (66) 
shortly. 
We now turn to the coefficients pi. From (52) we know that 
0 = P(a,,a;‘)p,’ + T,(q)@‘. (69) 
By construction 
and by definition, &a,> = pi for i = 1, . , 2. Therefore, from (69) we obtain 
Tu(“i)@’ 
@’ = - P(a,, at:‘) = u(q) = p, 
for i = 1,. . ,Z. 
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To complete the proof we need to show that cxi = cy/ for i = 1, ,I and 
that rj = yj’ for j = -n, . , - 1. First of all we know that 
0 = P(a,,a;‘)F(a,)ai’ + T,(a,)@’ (70) 
for i = l,..., 1. But we also have 
0 = P,?rnP( .z, z-1)( p + my) + P,2rnT,( z)@’ 
= V+(z)p^*y_+ P(z, z-‘)F(z)cu - V(z)tA*,a + P,sZT,(z)C’. 
(71) 
Putting z = ui in (71) and subtracting (70) gives 
O=D,A(a-a’) -A_I;A”,(a-CY’) +A+P^*(y_- 7:). (72) 
Finally we wish to use (66). First we will work formally with Equation (46): 
(73) 
Considering each term separately on the right-hand side of (731, we get that 
and that 
(74) 
P*,P( 2, 2-l )m,q = -V+( z)P^*M,*A~cx. (75) 
Thus Equation (66) gives 
0 = Pm”HZq( z)(a, - Q’), 
= V+(z):*M$[y_- rL-AY(cx - a’)], 
from which we conclude that 
y_- rL= A:( (Y - (Y’). (77) 
(76) 
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Substituting (77) into (72) gives 
O( D,A - v* + V)( a - a’), (78) 
where V = A+P^*A?. To complete the proof we will show that D,h - V * 
+ V = h*D,*. This implies, from (78), that (Y = CY ‘, since D, is nonsingular 
from Assumption 3 and A is also nonsingular. From (77) it follows that 
y_ = -yL. This establishes the theorem, since then Q = Cp’. 
We will now show that D, A - V * + V = A*D:. First we introduce the 
following notation: 
P_(z):= P-12 + P_,z2 + *‘* +P_“z”, (79) 
P+(z):= P, + P,z + PJ + 0.. +P,z”, (80) 
i P+($) **a 0 
P_(q) *.. 0 
Y+= Y_= 
0 ,.. P+ (a,) 1. i 
0 **’ P_(G,) 
I 
We observe that PH 2 P( z, z-‘)q( z) can be written in two alternative ways for 
any q(z) E II( Firstly 
P,BP( z, z-1)4(z) = (P+( z)F( z) + F( z)Y_)a. 
Also, 
P”,P(Z, z-r)+) = P(z, z-‘)F(z)~ - PpepP(Z, Z-‘)Fwa 
= P(z, ~-~)F(z)a - V_(z)I;A*,rr. 
Equating these two expressions and evaluating them at the ai’s gives 
(Y+A + AY_)o = (D,A - V*)oy: 
Since this equality is valid for arbitrary (Y, we obtain the identity 
Y+A + AY_= D,A_V*. (81) 
UNSTABLE INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS 
Solving for V and V* from (81) gives 
(&A - V* + V) = AD; + A(Y_- Y+*) + (Y+- Y”)A 
We now can check from the definitions of P_(z) and P+( z> that 
Y+- Y” = POZtxt. 
Hence from (82) the required identity follows, since A* = A. 
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